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Alan M. Wachman is an associate professor of international politics at The Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy at Tufts University. He teaches and writes primarily about issues arising from China’s foreign relations, emphasizing links between diplomatic history and contemporary international security. Wachman is currently examining the Sino-U.S. rivalry for moral influence over international institutions and is writing a book concerning Mongolia’s foreign relations in the context of great power rivalries in Asia. His other books include Why Taiwan: Geostrategic Rationales for China’s Territorial Integrity (Stanford, 2007) and Taiwan: National Identity and Democratization (M.E. Sharpe 1994).

Professor Wachman has contributed articles to policy and academic journals in the U.S. and abroad and is on the editorial board of Asia Policy, China Security, and Issues and Studies. He has been awarded grants for research by the Smith Richardson Foundation, the Chiang Ching-kuo Foundation, and the East West Center, and was a Fellow in the Program on Peace, Governance, and Development in East Asia as a guest lecturer at institutions in Beijing, Seoul, and Tokyo (2008-2009). Wachman served in New York as the president of China Institute in America (1995-1997) and was the American Co-Director of the Johns Hopkins University-Nanjing University Center for Chinese and American Studies in the PRC (1993-1995). He has lived in Nanjing, Taipei and Taichung and travels regularly to Asia. Professor Wachman received an A.B. in Fine Arts and an A.M. and a Ph.D. in Government from Harvard University, as well as a master of arts in law and diplomacy from The Fletcher School.